
Superbowl Las Vegas
A very busy trip for Biz jets, plus the chance to extend to Florida for an extra week

MON 5 We fly from the UK to LOS ANGELES. After clearing immigration and customs we collect our vehicles

WED 7  Another free day to spend at LAX or other local airports. You can also include MOJAVE, CALIFORNIA
CITY or PALMDALE, amongst others.

SUN 11   Today is Superbowl day with hundreds of movements expected in LAS, HENDERSON, NORTH
VEGAS and possibly BOULDER CITY. We will cover all these airports.

MON 12   Our final day, watching late departures with an afternoon departure back to the UK.

      ALTERNATIVELY - We fly in the afternoon to MIAMI where we continue the tour to include Florida, with 
        the Miami boat show and the Presidents day weekend, which is very busy for biz in the Florida area.

MON 12 We arrive in MIAMI and transfer to our hotel for the next 2 nights, which overlooks the whole airport.
 .

FEB 5‐13/19 

-           Lo   cal Departures available

TUE 6    The next few days are spent around the Los Angeles area, including LONG BEACH, VAN NUYS,
ORANGE COUNTY, BURBANK, SAN BERNADINO, CHINO, PERRIS, MARCH AFB and ONTARIO.  

THU 8    Our 3rd full day in the LOS ANGELES area. 

FRI 9   A morning departure to VICTORVILLE. Then it's onward to LAS VEGAS. We spend some time here, 
before heading for our nearby hotel.

SAT 10   We have a day at LAS or HENDERSON watching early Superbowl arrivals. 

. 

and head for imperial hill for some evening spotting.Our hotel for the next 4 nights is overlooking the approach.

PLUS PRESIDENTS
DAY FLORIDA

Tour Cost: £1699    Deposit: £499   Single Room: £499
Cost: Flights & all taxes & Luggage, 8 nights hotel, All ground transportation

Limited to 24, due to high demand in local hotels

OPTIONAL FLORIDA EXTENTION

Flight LAS-MIA
6 NIGHTS extra hotel

£599

TUE 13   The morning is spent at MIA and we collect our vehicles for a look around the airport and a quick
look at TAMIAMI.

WED 14  We head north and visit FT LAUDERDALE HOLLYWOOD,  FT LAUDERDALE EXEC, OPA LOCKA.
Our hotel for the next 4 nights is near WEST PALM BEACH.

THU 15   We visit WEST PALM BEACH, BOCA RATON, LANTANA and possibly FLL again.

FRI 16   Another full day to visit several area airports.

SAT 17  Final full day to visit all the busy area airports on this very busy weekend.

SUN 18  Our final day with stops at all the area airports on the way back to MIAMI and our late return flight.   


